
Model

K-2030-10+

K-2030-10+S 120 - 130

120 - 130

100 - 350

100 - 350

70 - 180

70 - 180 80 | 4.5-6

35 | 3

17

17

9.19

8.92

20-10+, 30-10-T, 614250, 1-92-E, 1-192-S, 1-252-S

20-10+SP, 30-10-T, 614250, 1-91-P, 1-19P-P, 1-251-P

L-Boxx

L-Boxx
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Universal 2-jaw & 3-jaw Puller Set with Quick Adjusting Jaws and Narrow Jaws

8 in 1 kit in the tried-and-tested KUKKO-L-Boxx- System.
The set facilitates the assembly of eight different pulling device 
models through the combination of pulling jaws and extensions.
Flexibility assured thanks to two-arm or three-arm design.
If there is adequate free space around the part to be removed, we 
recommend using a 3-jaw puller.
Standard pulling hooks in ECONOMYus lengths  with quick adjusting 
capability quick adjust.
Jaw extensions

Description

Practical package for universal use.
The thin pulling hooks are suitable for narrow, difficult-to-access 
locations.
A manual adjustment knurl allows rapid loosening and adjusting 
of the extractor jaws on the cross-beam without using a wrench.
Variable reach thanks to optional jaw extensions.
Can be installed on ECONOMYus pulling hooks.

Normal Jaw

Narrow Jaw

Advantage

Model

17-K

17-A

17-B

17-C

60 - 150

50 -110 4

4

3.11

4.77

17-0, 18-0, 19-1-P

17-1, 18-1, 19-1-P

i-Boxx

i-Boxx

60 - 200 4 10.395 17-2, 18-2, 19-2-P L-Boxx

80 - 300 4 19 17-3, 18-3, 19-3-P Metal

Separating-Sets with Quick Clamping Pressure Spindle 

4-parts, the sets contain one separator, one pulling device and a pair of extensions.
With quick-clamping pressure spindle.
The sharp blades enable flush parts to be remo- ved where pulling jaws cannot be 
used.
The wedge-shaped separator jaws are secured underneath the component to be 
removed.
The large supporting surfaces protect the parts

Description

Easy to use, as the separator jaws are quickly and centrally tensioned with just one 
pressure spindle.
Ultimate stability when removing, as the separator and pulling device are screwed 
firmly together.
Practical package for universal use.
Complete easy-to-manage package.
Almost all components available as replace- ment parts, time-saving order process 
thanks to numbering system.

Advantage

KUKKO
 Tool factory

(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)

max.
Nm|t (kg)

122 - 300

75 - 150

125 - 350

144 - 400

mm

12 - 75

8 - 60

22 - 115

25 - 155

Ø

mm mm kg
Pieces


